Characterization of the common fragile site FRA9E and its potential role in ovarian cancer.
Common fragile sites (CFSs) are regions of profound genomic instability that have been hypothesized to play a role in cancer. The major aim of this study was to locate a fragile region associated with ovarian cancer. Differential display (DD)-PCR analysis comparing normal ovarian epithelial cultures and ovarian cancer cell lines identified pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A (PAPPA) because of its frequent loss of expression (LOE) in ovarian cancer cell lines. PAPPA is localized to human chromosome 9q32-33.1, a region associated with significant loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in ovarian tumors (>50%) and in close proximity to the FRA9E CFS. FISH analysis determined that PAPPA was contained within the distal end of FRA9E. Characterization of FRA9E determined that aphidicolin-induced instability extended over 9 Mb, identifying FRA9E as the largest CFS characterized to date. Comprehensive LOH analysis revealed several distinct peaks of LOH within FRA9E. Semiquantitative RT-PCR analysis of 16 genes contained within FRA9E indicated that genes showing LOE in ovarian tumors coincided with regions of high LOH. PAPPA displayed the most significant loss (72%). This study provides evidence to suggest that instability within FRA9E may play an important role in the development of ovarian cancer and lends further support for the hypothesis that CFSs may be causally related to cancer.